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Abstract: Research has been done predicting Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) scores based on vulnerability 
textual descriptions using the base CVSS scores. In this paper, an outline of a method to predict the CVSS scores using the 
temporal metric and a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN). Textual data is extracted from documents using an established 
search algorithm to isolate the features needed by the PNN to formulate a score of the vulnerabilities within the remaining 
textual data. CVSS is the predominant gauge for assessing vulnerabilities within software systems. Generally, scores are 
intended to be quantitative and objective. Unfortunately, this is not the case with CVSS scores, which tend to have a largely 
subjective base for determining the vulnerabilities. This expert knowledge is not always available or accessible, so a more 
accurate and objective method is proposed in this paper. Although the data set is not large, the premises is to demonstrate the 
objectivity of the results and understanding that the more time a vulnerability ages in a system, the risk increases that the 
vulnerability can critically impact a system.  
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1. Introduction 

 
A vulnerability is a defect which enables an attacker to bypass security measures” (Alhazmi, 2018). A vulnerability 

is also characterized as a bug, flaw, or event within an application, system device, or service that could cause damage to 
confidentiality, integrity, and/or availability (Khazaei, 2016). Software vulnerability are an important part to any system 
operation. Textual mining to predict a Common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) will assist system administrators to make 
better decision whether to accept a document with a high CVSS score, deny, or quarantine it until an acceptable solution can 
be the determined based on the importance of the document.  

 When a system administrator accepts a document, this leads to a risk decision. According to NIST 800-30, risk is 
defined as the net negative impact of the exercise of a vulnerability, considering both the probability and the impact of 
occurrence (Stoneburner, 2002). The negative impact of accepting a document is the risk the textual mining method detailed 
in this paper will assist the system administrator to be prepared for or simply avoid. A search algorithm applied to the text 
document to identify certain threat words identified by the user will allow for a more objective classification of whether a 
document is a threat or not. 

The Federal Government is taking new steps to inform decision makers of risk with the creation of the Risk 
Management Center. According to an article in Security Week, the National Risk Management Center (NRMC) will focus on 
(Lennon, 2018): 

• Identify, assess, and prioritize efforts to reduce risks to national critical functions, which enable national and 
economic security; 

• Collaborate on the development of risk management strategies and approaches to manage risks to national 
functions; and  

• Coordinate integrated cross-sector risk management activities. 
The Federal Government continues to add new programs to evaluate risk. One of these programs is Continuous 

Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM). The CDM program is a dynamic approach to fortifying the cybersecurity of government 
networks and systems (PR, 2018). It provides federal departments and agencies with capabilities and tools that identify 
cybersecurity risks on an ongoing basis, prioritizes these risks based on potential impacts, and enables cybersecurity personnel 
to mitigate the most significant problems first (PR, 2018). The CDM system is composed of tools and sensors at the lowest  
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